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BURMASTER SIDES WITH UNION BOSSES
AGAINST PARENTS

Unde rhe im  s ay s  DPI s hould  e ncou rage pa rent al in v olv ement n o t sue  to  bl oc k it

(MADISON) – An innovative ‘virtual school’ is under attack by the state’s
biggest teachers’ union and its willing cohort, Superintendent Elizabeth Burmaster,
through a lawsuit that Superintendent candidate Gregg Underheim calls an effort to
prevent Wisconsin from trying new, cost-saving education methods.  

At issue is a program used by the Northern Ozaukee School District that relies on
home computers and allows parents to get directly involved in the education of their
children. Teachers oversee the program and are able to handle their duties from home. 

Several hundred students are involved in the Wisconsin Virtual Academy
(WIVA). The school district and WIVA are being sued by WEAC, which claims parents
are taking the place of teachers in alleged violation of state law. 

Burmaster sides with WEAC in the pending lawsuit, according to a brief filed
Dec. 31 by Burmaster through her Department of Justice attorneys, who include liberal
attorney general Peg Lautenschlager. The Burmaster/WEAC argument seeks to prevent
direct parental involvement in their children’s education.

“It is mind-boggling that my opponent and WEAC want to block parents from
playing an active role in teaching their kids,” Underheim commented. “This is an
innovative form of education that uses technology in exciting new ways. We should be
encouraging such programs, not throwing up roadblocks by filing ludicrous lawsuits.” 

Underheim said the lawsuit proves Burmaster and WEAC are united in defending
the status quo and rejecting the development of 21st century teaching techniques that will
help control property taxes and allow parents a more active role in the education of their
children. 

“Anything that challenges Wisconsin’s massive education bureaucracy clearly
scares my opponent and her union masters at WEAC,” Underheim added. “As the next
Superintendent, I will encourage such innovations that control costs, encourage family
involvement and provide top-tier educational opportunities for our children.”

The lawsuit was filed on January 6, 2004 in Ozaukee County Circuit Court
Branch 3 and remains open.  More information on the case can be found at
http://wcca.wicourts.gov.
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